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Thomson's galvanometer and introduced his own patented
instruments at the Irish end. They were designed on the
mistaken principle of sending powerful currents through the
cable. As Thomson had shown years before, sensitive
detectors, not powerful currents, were the solution to the
electrical problem of cabling. The directors and the public
became alarmed at the absence of further communication.
After a week the use of Thomson's instruments was partly
resumed, and on August I3th the first clear messages were
exchanged. But the Queen's cablegram of ninety-nine
words had required sixteen and a half hours for transmission
from Ireland to America, whereas the same message was
returned from Newfoundland, where they were still using
the old instruments, in sixty-seven minutes.
Whitehouse was suspended and Thomson was put in
charge.
After he had investigated the situation, Thomson was
now disposed to protect Whitehouse. He reported that
he had "been conducting his own proper business in a
thoroughly efficient and successful manner" and that "he
was one of their most devoted officers." The board replied
that Whitehouse had spent ^12,000 of the Company's
funds on instrumental investigation, without proper success,
and that the successful instruments had been invented in
the professor's study with his own resources and at small
expense. Thomson still contended that the company owed
much to Whitehouse, and said that his preliminary work
had convinced the public that an Atlantic cable was possible.
Whitehouse had a strong personality and considerable
but limited knowledge. Like men of his type, he had a
passionate belief in his own ideas, which gave him an
infecting enthusiasm and dominating power, but also made
him blind to their defects. Thomson said that the existence
of the Atlantic telegraph was largely due to him.
The cable continued to work a little for about a month
and then broke down almost entirely. Fierce public
controversy started and Whitehouse wrong-headedly sup-
ported his opinions and actions, and seemed to lose his
judgment of fact. Thomson had to reply to his inaccurate

